
WIDE ANGLE VR

Dear Angelica
A journey through the magical and dreamlike ways we

remember our loved ones. Entirely painted by hand
inside of VR, Dear Angelica plays out in a series of
memories that unfold around you. An immersive,

illustrative short story starring Geena Davis and Mae
Whitman.

Runtime: 9 minutes

WHAT TO WATCH

Travelling While Black 
Travelling While Black is a cinematic VR experience that
immerses the viewer in the long history of restriction of

movement from black Americans and the creation of safe
spaces in our communities. The viewer shares an

intimate series of moments with several of the patrons of
the historic Ben’s Chili Bowl in Washington DC as they
reflect on their experiences of restricted movement and

race relations in the U.S. 
Runtime: 23 minutes

Henry
It's Henry's birthday, but where are his friends? This

engaging animated short puts you in the home of Henry
the Hedgehog, who loves hugs but has no one to hug him
back. However, everything changes when Henry blows out

the candles and his birthday balloons come magically to
life... has Henry finally found a friend?

Runtime: 12 minutes

Youtube VR
Explore your choice of content at your own pace. Youtube

VR offers a unique way to view content from your
favourite creators, including traditional video content as

well as a wealth of interactive 360 video content. Log into
your own youtube account and explore your own channel
subscriptions, or simply browse freely and see what you
can find. Just remember to log out after you're finished!



WIDE ANGLE VR
INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCES

Burning Man Art Discovery
Explore and discover the 2018 Burning Man art

installations in the Nevada desert and hear the artist
explaining their concept and vision of each art piece.
Originally filmed for making a “time portal” for Burning

Man 2018, this interactive VR experience is a chance to
discover the art festival virtually, and get exclusive

insights into the artist’s perspective that they won't get
elsewhere.

Star Chart
Explore our Solar System, view constellations and

meteor showers in your night sky, stand in the footsteps
of Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin on the moon, explore
Mars with the Curiosity Rover, and hold planets, moons,

asteroids and even stars in the palm of your hand.
Explore the solar system, from the sun to the moons of

Saturn and out to the farthest reaches of Pluto.
Embrace the impossible distances and the inordinate

scale of our universe.

Paint VR
Paint in VR! Use an assortment of brushes to doodle

and let your creativity flow in a virtual space! The sky is
the limit for your imagination as you express yourself in
a way never possible before. The rules that govern the

real world no longer apply. Experience painting in Virtual
Reality.

Chernobyl VR Project
 Visit Chernobyl without leaving home. Chernobyl VR

Project combines video game mechanics with the
educational and movie narrative approach. It is the very

first virtual tour around the Chernobyl area. Chernobyl VR
Project uses state-of-the-art graphics solutions, such as
advanced 3D scans of locations and buildings, spherical

photography, stereoscopic videos and augmented reality. 


